
1. Do not use the phrase ‘climate debate’
If it’s wrong for us to say drinking and driving is cool, smoking
is good for you, and sex discrimination and racism are okay;
then it’s wrong to publicly use the phrase, the ‘climate debate.’
It is quite simply untrue. In the scientific community about 99%

of scientists agree in general with the
IPCC report. The remaining 1% of ‘scien-
tists’ in quotation marks, who don’t
agree, have been unable to present facts
or write compelling enough scientific pa-
pers to be published in any of the credi-
ble scientific journals. 

100% of the national scientific acade-
mies in the major countries agree that
climate change is very real and a huge
problem. The IPCC won a Nobel Prize for
bringing together hundreds of top scien-
tists to study and prove, for many years,
man-made climate change. There is
more scientific consensus on our climate
crisis than there is on the law of gravity
or whether smoking is bad for you.

Let’s not be careless when we write newspaper stories, school lessons, sermons
or punch lines about climate change. The phrase ‘climate debate’ only wreaks
its damage in four countries: The USA, Canada, the UK and Australia. In these
countries, oil billionaires like the Koch brothers hire people to spew pseudo-
scientific crap. We were trained in journalism school to present different sides
of the story, but there are limits. Somewhere some idiot thinks child molesta-
tion is good for the child, but we don’t present this ‘side of the story.’ We use
good judgment and a reasonable assessment about what the weight of evi-
dence indicates. Using the phrase, the ‘climate debate’ is absurd. 
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Media people, broadcasters, editors, bloggers, tweeters, teachers, religious
leaders, and comedians should remember that we live in an age where every-
thing we say in public could be rebroadcast worldwide in seconds, and could
then live on page 1 of Google forever. Not only can our career go south quickly,
but history might laugh wildly at us. There is no climate ‘debate.’

2. Keep the new energy age on the front page
Think about your position in history. You’re privileged to live during the shift to
the new energy age. It may not seem to fit nicely into the 24-hour news cycle;
but it deserves extensive feature coverage. There are certainly no shortage of
angles on this complex topic. Prioritize your time and topics. As public opinion
leaders, we have a responsibility, a great opportunity and an important educa-
tive role to play in saving this planet. What could be more important at this
point in our species’ history? We know all too well that there was luck involved
in our success, but it might be fleeting. While we still have the limelight, let’s
use the chance we’ve been given and the space and airtime available to focus
on solutions that will have the most impact. 

For example, while cycling is a good topic, rapid transit will impact the climate
problem 100 times as quickly. About 40%-50% of our problem is related to
building technologies, about one-quarter to clean electricity generation and
another quarter to transportation technologies. Let’s talk about green solutions
in these areas. 
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3. Keep updated, keep reinventing yourself 
Right now, some other clever, well-
educated person is gunning for your
column inches, your airtime, your
classroom hours, your stage time,
your position. Prove that you’re in
step with the times. Will your
grandchildren some day wonder
why you said something that was in-
accurate or pointless? 

Learn about the modern world and
talk about it in your stories. It’s ex-
citing. It’s a new energy age. It’s the
biggest historical and economic up-
heaval in a hundred years, and you
are here to witness it and tell the
story. From 95% oil and coal to 25%
in a few decades! It’s like being in
the front row for the invention of
electricity or the phone, or the discovery of fire, or the wheel.

How much will solar panels on my roof cost? What kind of electric car should I
buy? What are the top five most promising clean tech stocks? What is the latest
on strengthening emissions standards for cars, trucks, trains, airplanes and so
on? What cool, new, clean tech is emerging? Algae jet fuel? Electricity made
from human poo? How long does it take to build a wind farm compared with a
nuke plant? Which costs more? Which costs more to operate? What’s the latest
on electricity storage? How are utilities across America reinventing themselves?
What are the legal struggles involved? How will a new carbon tax work? What
about fossil fuel subsidies? 

Whether you write horoscopes, Kardashian gossip, restaurant reviews, math
lessons or stock market updates; you have the ear of the public. Find a way to
build in climate solutions. We have only a few decades left to fix this. Thirty
years ago we might have treated drinking and driving as not very serious. Peo-
ple like us play a key role in changing public perceptions.
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Three people who deserve recognition for keeping the new energy age ‘on the
front page’ are Tyler Hamilton, Thomas Pedersen and Audrey Dépault. Tyler is
a journalist who has taken the time to determine the truth and to tell the truth
about green technologies, green programs and green economics. Thomas Ped-
ersen is a professor who knew 15 years ago that climate solutions would be
good for the economy; and he continues to tell students, conferences and
media audiences that we all need to get on board. Audrey Dépault is an envi-
ronmentalist who helped the inimitable Al Gore learn about climate change so-
lutions. She works tirelessly to educate the public in a positive and proactive
way.

4. Expose the bad guys 
Assert your democratic rights and ac-
cept your role as a voice for what’s
right and also what’s not right. It’s not
right for the Koch brothers to actively
create false facts, and deny the dam-
age that their oil and coal businesses
do to the planet. It’s time to call them
out publicly, tax them and sue them. 

I wish they were reading this and
would try to retaliate. That’s the
beauty of democracy. The more we
talk publicly about right and wrong,
the better the world can potentially
become. If you’re sick of trying to gen-
erate interest in stories about sunshine
and flowers, then let’s go after the vil-
lains. They’re everywhere!

5. Be surgical and persuasive
Despite the importance of exposing negatives, more progress will be made by
targeting some key people in our world and speaking positively in their lan-
guage about how they can win in the new energy age. Self-interest sells news-
papers too. And with climate change, most of the time it’s NOT ‘us against the
villains.’ Usually, it’s ‘us against us.’
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How can investors benefit by shifting out of oil and into wind? How did that
politician create local clean tech jobs and get re-elected in the process? How
can a CFO save a bundle on operating costs, with a carefully selected one-year
increase in the capital budget? How much can a homeowner save with solar?
How fast can a developer lease out a green building? How fast will an urban
planner’s career escalate if she’s on the leading edge technologically? Do new
mothers care about clean air? How much will your teenager love you if you buy
an electric car?

As you know, communicating is an art, and saying “We have to completely
change our value system,” really isn’t that valuable to anyone. Behavioural sci-
ence suggests that value system changes probably follow behavior changes and
rationalization, rather than vice versa -Google respcted social scientist Jeni
Cross.. What we need are practical actions that work. Clean tech solutions tend
to be over-explained using too much jargon or under-explained.

6. Demand government action
As you know in any democracy, one of the most important forces is the power
of the media (and social media, educators, speakers, clergy). We’re in a good
position to influence governments. Their power is derived from their popularity
in the public arena, an arena in which we are players. Their team members
monitor public conversation and create briefs that influence decisions.

With climate change there is just so much still to do because we are changing
the entire economy, and we must somehow do it quickly. That means a contin-
uing key role for government in numerous areas. As media people we should
push our governments on priorities like those in the Politics & Economics chap-
ter, and the Government chapter of The New Energy Age.

7. Explain climate solutions 
simply and clearly

Some climate solutions are com-
plicated, especially at first glance.
Ordinary people just want to
know how much solar panels
cost, and don’t need to know
about inverter technology or the
co-efficient of performance.
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8. Walk the talk for credibility
For the sake of credibility and better insights into the experience, try for your-
self some of the climate change solutions you talk about with your audience.
Connect personally, balance your reporting, and pass on lessons learned.

9. Walk the talk for other reasons
Because you’re a citizen of this planet who cares about positive change, health
and economic stability, make your house more energy efficient and buy clean
heating and cooling systems. Plan on buying an electric vehicle, sharing vehicles
and/or using more transit.

10. Publicize The New Energy Age book and/or the concepts in it
Promote this book with your audience. It’s easy to use and digest. One of the
reasons for the Top 10 List approach is because they make nice, compartmen-
talized feature stories. Let’s do a series!

11. Canada: I’m a Canadian
and this number 11 item is
really only aimed at the Cana-
dian media: Please stop sug-
gesting that if oil operations
in Alberta are phased down
the “Canadian economy” will
be catastrophically impacted.
This is a sensationalist de-
scription. The Alberta oil sec-
tor represents 2%-3% of the
Canadian economy, accord-
ing to the IMF.

The New Energy Age is filled
with examples of ways the
economy is being positively
impacted by the new energy
age, such as the successful BC
carbon tax and accompany-
ing clean tech industry investments.
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CLIMATE CHANGE PRIORITY ACTION STEPS
MEDIA, TEACHERS, SPEAKERS & ENTERTAINERS

1. Do not use the phrase ‘climate debate.’

2. Keep the new energy age on the front page.

3. Keep updated, keep reinventing yourself. 

4. Expose the bad guys. 

5. Be surgical and persuasive.

6. Demand government action.

7. Explain climate solutions simply and clearly.

8. Walk the talk for credibility.

9. Walk the talk for other reasons.

10. Publicize this book and the concepts in it.

11. Canada: The new energy age

will help the economy, including in Alberta. 

SUMMARY
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Choose one answer for each question and find the right answers at the end.

1 Who supports numerous green organizations including Global Green,
Greenpeace, Focus the Nation, Earth Day Network, WildAid, Maasi Wilder-
ness Conservation and Avoided Deforestation Partners.
 A. Beyonce 
 B. Taylor Swift
 C. Ed Norton

2 Who joined forces with Paul McCartney, Penelope Cruz, and Robert Redford
at the Rio Earth Summit to promote saving the Arctic from oil drilling and
other environmental threats?
 A. One Direction
 B. Will Ferrell
 C. Salma Hayak

3 Who is a huge supporter of clean water causes and also part of the Make it
Right Foundation?
 A. Katy Perry
 B. Neil Young
 C. Jamie Oliver

4 Who was the host of Alter Eco, a show about green solutions, and also sup-
ports Global Green and Oceana?
 A. Ed Norton
 B. Adrian Grenier
 C. Katy Perry
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5 Who supports the Australian Conservation Foundation and Solar Aid, an or-
ganization that provides solar power to poor families?

 A. Cate Blanchett
 B. Roger Federer
 C. Alexandra Burke

6 Who led the design and rebuild of an award-winning green, storm-
resistant and affordable subdivision in New Orleans after Katrina?
 A. Maroon 5
 B. Brad Pitt
 C. Emma Watson

7 Who helped found and supports Riverkeeper, which patrols rivers 
all over the world and sues companies that pollute them?
 Ed Radiohead
 B. Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
 C. Leonardo DiCaprio

8 What long time Hollywood environmentalist famously cycled to the Acad-
emy Awards?
 A. Ed Begley Jr.
 B. Adrian Grenier
 C. Emma Watson

9 Who won an Academy Award for an environmental film 
and a Nobel Peace Prize for climate change work?
 A. Brad Pitt
 B. Salma Hayak
 C. Al Gore

10 Who has won numerous awards for his environmental 
television and film achievements?
 A. Adrian Grenier
 B. Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
 C. David Suzuki                         

Correct answers: 1C, 2A, 3A, 4B, 5A, 6B, 7B, 8A, 9C 10C.
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